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Hunting Real Growth
“In some of these stores, we’ve been
a number four or number five bow line,
or a special order bow,” McPherson
acknowledged. “By the end if this year I
think we slid into the number three position in an awful lot of stores. For 2005 we
expect to be a number two or three line
with our retailers. By 2006, I believe in
many, many bow shops we will be the
number one bow line.”
Dealers can’t ignore the two-page
color ads that have been running in
bowhunting magazines on the Pearson
Spoiler, Bulldog and Dagger, or the full
page color ads promoting the hybridcam McPherson Edge. A lot of the
money to buy print ads this past year
came from dropping sponsorship of
multiple television programs that Ed
McPherson said brought little measurable return. “The number one reason
anybody buys a bow is ‘Because my
buddy shoots one.’ The second most
influential factor
is what the dealer or salesperson
on the floor
shoots and recommends. The
number three
reason
is
‘Because I saw it
in a magazine.’”
From
the
research
he’s
done, McPherson
said those three
reasons are the
prime motivation
behind 85 percent of bow purchases
today.
Broadcast and
cable ads, proBill Harris left the banking industry’s higher stress and higher pay
behind to head up sales for Ben Pearson Archery. Brewton, Alabama gram sponsorship and all the
has a top-flight school system, he said, and instead of a 90 minute
other factors add
commute into Atlanta he drives just four miles to work.
d McPherson was frank when I
interviewed him late in 2004
about where the Ben Pearson and
McPherson brands have ranked in
recent years with retailers. But he also
seems to be gaining traction in his drive
to make both brands much more popular in the years ahead.
This younger brother to Mathews
founder and CEO Matt McPherson
worked at that Wisconsin bow builder,
with High Country in Tennessee, and
then with CSS of West Virginia before
being chosen by owner Tom McMillan to
lead the company based in Brewton,
Alabama. That was in mid 2003. A handful of new models and a huge increase in
the firm’s print advertising helped make
the 2004 sales year a good one for both
brands, helping to justify both
McMillan’s faith and the substantial personal investment Ed McPherson and a
close friend have made in the firm.
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up to the other 15 percent.
Ben Pearson Archery’s sponsorship
of hunting programs seemed out of proportion to me in years past, when I was
viewing it first as their PR consultant and
then later as a magazine owner who
believes in the power of print ads.
McPherson surveyed consumers to ask
what bow the highest profile hunting
hosts like Bill Jordan and Michael
Waddell and David Blanton were shooting, and found time and time again the
hunters couldn’t tell him. I work in the
industry, but still got only one of four
right (Will Primos and the PSE Primos
STL) when the Pearson president
quizzed me.
McPherson said the product information is getting all mixed up with the
other information and entertainment
the hunting program is providing.
“When I do a print ad, they open that
page of the magazine up, and that’s all
they see. I want the ad to be loud, I want
it to be visual, and I don’t want it to
answer all their questions. I want it to
leave at least 25 or 30 percent to their
imagination.”
McPherson shared the size of his
company’s print ad budget for 2004, but
asked me to keep it confidential. Let’s
just say it’s several times more than the
company spent on print ads in 2003.The
lessons Mathews and BowTech have
taught the industry about presenting
your brand as a leader to both dealers
and consumers haven’t been lost on
McPherson. “To those people who saw
the explosion in our print advertising
this year, I want to tell them that was the
Ladyfinger firecracker. In 2005 they’ll see
the M-80. And in 2006, it’s going to be
the Atom Bomb.”
Sales haven’t shot up as fast as the
ad budget: the relationship isn’t that
direct. A good marketing campaign
might take three years to start bearing a
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BEN PEARSON ARCHERY
By Tim Dehn

In The Archery Market
lot of fruit. But McPherson is cheered by
the huge increase in visitors to his company’s web site. In August, a prime time
for consumers to decide on new bows, it
was 1,411 percent above August of
2003.That represents an awful lot of “tire
kickers” that McPherson believes represent potential buyers for a Pearson or
McPherson bow.
How many of those came into
archery retailers looking for one of the
new models, and bought something
else because they weren’t in stock? Too
many, and McPherson believes its
almost as bad if the store had minimal
stock, because that raises doubts in the
shopper’s mind.“If they’ve got brand X in
stock, 45 of those, and brand B, 35 of
those, and brand C, 25 of those, and then
you’ve got two of ours straggling over
there in the corner… I’m going to think
‘This is bad. There must be something
wrong…’”
McPherson continued.“Certainly, I’m
not asking every shop to carry two of
everything we’ve got. But my gosh, the

top three or four sellers, keep those in
stock and have some representation.
Carry enough bows so it’s not embarrassing for us. And if you’re not carrying
the line, please let us know you’re interested because we’d love to do anything
we could to get you to carry it.”
Good ads can’t do much to sell
bows that aren’t exciting, so in addition
to boosting the print ad budget
McPherson said the company has been
spending an incredible amount of
money on research and development. It
has been customizing cams for each
model, and refining force draw curves so
they rise rapidly to within a couple
pounds of peak draw force, then follow a
straight line up to the maximum listed
weight. That feels better and shoots
faster than the “saddleback” draw force
curves some models had exhibited.
Ed McPherson introduced the concept of “frequency ridges” in the 2004
Pearson Dagger and McPherson Edge,
and their strong reception convinced
him to expand the use in the 2005 line.

Viewed from the side, these bows are
narrower and have few lightening holes.
Ridges that run along the riser are
placed with thinner bridges of metal in a
way that forces the shot vibration to
form waves of different frequency.
McPherson said the waves also meet at
nodes where they help to cancel each
other out. Metal near the ridges can be
thinned substantially and still maintain
the majority of the strength. Just as
important, the narrow side view gives
the impression that these bows are light
to carry.
That narrow profile makes hunters
want to pick them off a store’s bow rack,
as does the striking wood grips. Instead
of the more common walnut,
McPherson has chosen to use rosewood or a combination of rosewood
and burled maple that he’s christened
the Angle Wing grip. That may seem
extravagant, but it also may provoke
the reaction in your store that
McPherson is after.“My gosh, if they put
that much work into the grip, what is

Ed McPherson used a McPherson Edge to take his best
whitetail ever (left) this fall in Wisconsin. Above, he also
enjoys using traditional tackle and looks forward to reintroducing longbows and recurves from Ben Pearson Archery.
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This hybrid cam for the 2005 version of
the Edge now is angled to reduce friction
from the cables feeding past the cable
guard. At right, Roger Templeton and Fred
Glidden (in hat) fine-tune the program
that cuts the Pride riser.

the rest of the bow like?”
Well, for one thing, they all come
with premium strings. McPherson and
his Director of Manufacturing, Gary
Long, have been so impressed by the
Vapor Trail strings and cables they started using last year on McPherson models
that they adopted them wholesale for

the Pearson line.“I hate the idea of someone buying one of our bows and thinking ‘Now I just have to put a real string
on it,’” McPherson said. “Out of the box,
they’re going to be getting a premium
set of strings and cables that are worth
$70.”
To find out what features hunters

Mandy Gibson
drills and taps risers
so the firm’s single
CNC machine can
bypass that operation and concentrate on shaping
them. After deburring and tumbling,
the risers are sent to
be film dipped in
camo or anodized
with target colors.
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Circle 67 on Response Card

were looking for on new models, the
firm ran an innovative promotion on
their website this past summer. More
than 1,000 people took the time to work
through some 20 categories and provide feedback on what they wanted in
the ideal bow. The Pride they helped
design and name is 32 inches, axle to
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PHOTO LEFT: Nancy Kent screen prints
limbs so they’re ready for the daily production needs. This Pathfinder limb (above) is
for a Pearson model introduced in 2004
that fits down to 18 inches and 20 pounds.
This year they’ve added a Sidewinder that
uses the angled Biogrip

axle, and has a 7.5 inch brace height.
Most of the hunters wanted the firm’s
built in shock-absorbing system where
Vibrasorb from Vibracheck fits in a hollow below the handle. They also opted
for a hybrid cam system, so that bow will
carry the company’s new Hurricane cam.
And the majority favored the 20 degree
slant handle the company calls the
Biogrip.
Bill Harris, a former Pearson staff
shooter who came on board this past

year as national sales manager, said that
grip just feels more natural to a lot of
people because it fits the position we
normally extend our hands in. The
angled grip serves to help people rotate
the elbow out and clear the string.That’s
especially important to northern
hunters who may be wearing bulky
clothing during the late season. Plus it is
an advantage to newer archers and to
women who often lock their elbows to
help support the draw weight.

The Biogrip went on a single model
last year, McPherson said. He wouldn’t
have considered it a popular feature
without reviewing the data from the
“build the perfect hunting bow” contest.
Since consumers chose hybrid cams as
their power system of choice, he and
veteran bow designer Roger Templeton
incorporated more of those into the
2005 line. Templeton said they were
going to call the Pride’s new cam Ivan, in
honor of the terrific storm that rocked
the Southeast this fall, but settled on
“Hurricane” as being a name more people would recognize for the power it
contains.
Bow design is a joint effort at the
Alabama firm. McPherson is the type
that’s constantly jotting down ideas and
sketches. When he’s got something he

Ed’s wife Stephanie (left) works full time at the business, as does the wife of
sales manager Bill Harris. After school, their young children use a play room
in the office until it’s time to head for home. Above center, Receptionist Lisa
Campbell assembles dealer packets in the lobby that has been opened up by
getting rid of the cubicles. At right, Purchasing Manager Caroline Settle
checks on color options for finishing the company’s new Bishop target bow.
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Shannon Bell takes limb blanks he’s profiled and sanded down to a specific draw
weight and gets ready to engrave them so
they can be added to inventory. At left,
Gary Long holds a new hybrid cam Pit Bull
by part of the inventory of replacement
strings the company keeps on hand.

wants to pursue, he’ll get Templeton to
write the program to machine the needed parts. When they’ve got a prototype
assembled, they’ll test it and work
together on the final design. Bow
designs can come to market very quickly—within a few weeks after monitoring
the web survey results the firm was selling a slant-handle version of the Pearson
Spoiler. The contest closed about 8
weeks prior to my plant visit, and that
day Templeton and Machinist Fred
Glidden were watching the CNC
machine cut the first riser for the all-new
Pride.
Templeton took me into his office to
show me the raw aluminum riser of the
new Bishop, a long target bow in the
McPherson Pro Shop line where the frequency ridges have been designed to
form gothic crosses. He said it’s going to
have the perfect balance and shooting
qualities that should raise anyone’s
scores, while I thought the striking
appearance might just upset the person
next to you on the line. Then he showed
me a new wrinkle in the design of the
2005 McPherson Edge, where the cam
and control wheel grooves have been
angled to feed out with less friction
against the harness. The most expensive

bow in the McPherson line, the brand’s
best seller, he said is close to being the
most efficient in the industry at returning the energy the shooter puts into it.
He hopes this new groove design may
be what pushes the Edge over the edge
to make it today’s most efficient model.
With the work that’s been done on
cam systems, any bow you choose to
stock is likely to be 8 to 12 fps faster than
a two-year-old model. But Ed McPherson
has particular plans for the 2005
McPherson Rocket.“That’s a new 35 inch
model where we’ve been getting IBO
speeds of 325 or better. I think we’ll get
to 340 or 345 fps within 24 months. It’s
got a lower brace height, we have put a
little more preload into the limbs, and it’s
a little more stout in the force draw
curve.”
On the Pearson side, you can look
for the company to offer more bow
packages in 2005. Harris and Phillip
Bradford, who left retailing to head the
warranty and technical department at
Ben Pearson Archery, said the proportion of bow packages sold versus bows
continued to climb through the year.
Dealers save a lot of money over buying
the individual components from Cobra,
Bohning and Tru-Fire because Pearson is
Circle 11 on Response Card
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buying in bulk and in some cases even
completes the sight or quiver assembly
in house. And there’s less packaging
because the accessories come grouped
in the bow box.
“In 2005, we’ll have three or four
packages all set up and ready to go out
of the box,” McPherson said.“Arrows will
be cut to length, peeps will be tied in,
the bows will be sighted in.” When the
company’s bow assemblers are tuning
and prepping a whole group of the
same model, McPherson said they can
do it faster and more consistently than
an individual dealer. For example,
they’ve worked out where to install the
Bow Jax string silencers so they work like
speed buttons, to add 2 or 3 fps to the
arrow speed. “Why not eliminate those
tuning and set-up steps for the dealer
and give that shop more time to sell, and
more quality time with that individual
customer to show them how to shoot or
help them with their form?”
The Alabama bow builder is working with some of these same accessory
firms to put together sponsorship packages. That may make signing with
McPherson or Ben Pearson more attractive than hooking up with another bow

brand that expects you to search out
your own accessory sponsors. “We’ve
already sent out 100 contracts since
November 1, compared to the 40 shooters we’d contracted with before,”
McPherson said. “By the end of 2005,
we’ll have signed about 400 shooters.”
McPherson said the firm was looking for “decent shooters who are better
people” meaning personality and helpfulness will count heavily. “A lot of pro
shooters don’t sell a lot of bows for the
local pro shop,”he said.“My focus for our
shooter program for the next several
years is going to be on the ‘local hero.’”
Even top archery shop owners often
can’t tell you who the number one
shooter in the world is in a particular
style of archery, he said, but they sure
know who the top local shooters are.
Along with that, Harris and the independent sales reps he oversees are going to
work on convincing more retail sales
staff to shoot one of their brands. The
owner may shoot a Hoyt, the manager
may shoot a PSE, but if they can convince the salesmen who has the most
customer contact to shoot a McPherson,
that’s who they’ll court.
McPherson shared other ideas he

Tammy Scurlock handles the subassembly work, pairing risers with the
proper weight limbs and adding the brand and Mossy Oak emblems and
the two-piece wood grips. In the background, Phillip Bradford has his
workbench for handling warranty work. At right, Robin Royce takes care
of final bow assembly and like all employees, performs quality checks.
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has for finding growth in an archery
market where hunters numbers have
held fairly steady. Long-range, he
intends to introduce bows designed
from the ground up to appeal to
women. Introduce a father or son to
archery, and other family members may
take up the sport. But sell the right kind
of bow to the mom, and he’s convinced
everybody else in the family will be
drawn to the sport.
During the 2004-05 hunting season,
McPherson has been carrying his company’s bows about two-thirds of the
time, traditional bows the rest of the
time. He’s got ideas for reintroducing a
traditional bow line to the Alabama firm,
following the same designs and packaged to resemble old Ben Pearson models. Like ArrowTrade, which has been
presenting a Traditional Focus column
each issue, McPherson believes traditional archery has solid growth potential. He said those aging baby boomers
who have lost the thrill of hunting with
modern equipment are excellent
prospects to buy bows like they or their
fathers once carried. And like him, many
hunters may find they like to hunt some
days or some species with compounds,
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while other times they’ll go hunting in a
simpler style.
These days when Ed McPherson
goes hunting, it’s often in the line of
duty. Between hunting with individuals
and hosting retailers on group hunts,
McPherson figures he’ll have hunted
with more than 40 dealers by the end of
2004. “When I hunt with a dealer, especially if I let them do most of the talking,
I learn so much,” he said as we sat
together in the “bunk room”of the home
he and wife Stephanie built this past
year on the outskirts of Brewton.“I get to
seem them outside of a show, outside of
talking across the desk at them. We get
to walking in the woods and they’ll
show me a piece of equipment and say,
‘Hey, I love this thing, watch this.’ Or ‘I’ve
always wondered if someone could
come up with a product that did this.’”
With some dealers it doesn’t happen until the third and final day of the
hunt, but McPherson said they generally
get comfortable enough to share what
they really think about his company and
the products it makes. “They’ll come up
and say ‘I just have to tell you that I like
this about this,’ or ‘I never really thought
you were this way,’ or ‘I’m real concerned
that you’re going in this direction-where
do I fit in?’They’re telling me things they
would never tell me if we were just on a
five, ten-minute phone call.”
McPherson has been shooting ASA
and IBO shoots this past year, to mingle
with the average shooters. Instead of
promoting himself and the brands he’ll
hang back and listen to what they say
about different bows and companies. He
also likes it when dealers trust him
enough on a hunt to talk about what is
happening on their own sales floors. “I
want to make sure you’re taken care of
as a dealer when I sell you product. And
I’m taken care of, because you’re buying
product from me. But now you’re starting to tell me stories about how the customer was satisfied. Or maybe he wasn’t
satisfied, maybe he was left wondering.
See, I made my money because I sold
you the bow, and you made your money
because you sold the bow, but now
because we’re together I’m able to get a
third dimension out of it.”
By the end of 2004, McPherson figures he’ll also have hunted with more
than 20 consumers and between 15 and
20 editors or writers, again with a goal of

building stronger relationships and
sharing valuable information. Now that
his two young sons have passed their
hunter safety courses, he’ll spend time
firearms hunting with each of them.
McPherson has no aversion to shooting
does on the land he’s leased, enjoys
hunting exotics, and expects his bow
harvest to reach about 30 animals by
season’s end. Yet with all that time spent
bowhunting and shooting, he said he
still manages to work between 50 and
60 hours a week.

When I asked Ed McPherson how
we should photograph him for the cover
of ArrowTrade, I offered him a chance to
get a studio portrait like other magazines typically employ. He said he’d
already thought of a pose, in his camo
overalls, sitting on his four wheeler, and
near his muddy pickup. What keeps him
grounded as an executive in this industry who wants to serve the average shop
and average shooter, he said, is that he
considers himself an average person
and average shooter.

Circle 167 on Response Card
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